


it’s easy to assume that this 
affection for guns is the product 

of cultural indoctrination – an 
adolescence spent in the company  
of call of Duty and Arnie marathons. 
According to clinical psychologist 
martin Seager, however, it’s down to 
our old friend natural selection. 

“the male has evolved as the 
hunter and the fighter,” claims Seager. 
“they have a role to protect their group 
against aggression, and also to hunt. 
our species is about 200,000 years 
old, and most of that time, men have 
been killing things and defending 
themselves against being killed. 

“these rules of masculinity still  
exist today – that you must be a 
breadwinner, you must be a provider 
and a protector, and you must have 
mastery and control.”

Guns confer the power of life and 
death on the bearer, and you don’t get 
much more mastery or control than 
that, evolutionarily speaking. 

to put it in terms fit for the digital 
age, evolution provides us with factory 
settings for our behaviour, and guns 
hack our sense of vulnerability.  
this is a cause for concern for  
Kevin Godlington.

A former soldier, now active in  
most conflict and post-conflict 
territories around the world, including 
Afghanistan, Libya and Sierra Leone, 
Godlington has carried a gun as part  
of his day job since joining the Army  
at 16, and (for reasons we’ll come to 
later) would much prefer it if he never 
had to see one again.

“Guns inevitably empower people,” 
he says. “we will always look for 
methods to protect ourselves and our 
own, and of course one of the greatest 
equalisers in any type of violence is the 
firearm, because you don’t actually 
need to be able to fight with a knife  
or your fists.”

lego for  
grown men
this fact is at the heart of the allure of 
firearms. it’s an uncomfortable truth, 
but firing a gun can be the kind of 
powerful, visceral experience that  
lets you know you’re alive. the kick of 
the recoil along with the eruption of 
flames and smoke is impressive, but 
nothing can prepare you for the big 
bang – at 150 decibels, a shotgun is 
louder than thunder.

clive hetherington is relatively new 
to sport shooting, but he certainly 
exhibits the zeal of the convert. “You 
shoot 100 cartridges and you know 
you’ve done it, because it’s actually 
quite tiring,” he chuckles. “it’s the noise 
and smoke, the smell of cordite and 
the thump in the shoulder.” 

hetherington is adamant that more 
people would enjoy shooting if they 
had the opportunity, so much so he is 
now launching the London Shooting 
club, an organisation intended to 

improve access to the otherwise 
intimidating world of clay pigeon 
genocide. “it’s a very quick return on 
your emotions,” he reasons. “Especially 
if you hit the target and see a clay 
pigeon shatter into tiny particles.”

the firearms industry has 200  
years of practice in playing on these 
emotions, exploiting the delicate 
balance of male insecurity, power-lust 
and show-off tendencies. 

while little clinical research has 
been carried out into the love affair 
between men and guns, the industry’s 
understanding of the nuances of this 
relationship is especially apparent  
in its product design and advertising. 
And no single gun embodies this more 
than the Ar15.

the m16 (AKA the Ar15 in its civilian 
guise) is a Sixties design classic. Aside 
from its cinematic looks, it’s also almost 
infinitely customisable, with a huge 
array of bespoke stocks, sights, barrels 
and other add-ons that make it the 
harley-Davidson of assault weapons 
– perfect for the conformist 

individualist. Even Jay Duncan, the  
vice president of sales for Ar15 maker 
Daniel Defense, has described the 
weapon as “like Lego for grown men”. 

more than three-million Americans 
own one, and if you don’t have a 
criminal record or a mental illness, you 
could too – harrogate-based company 
Lanner tactical has started selling a 
single-shot version of the rifle, and all 
the accessories you could want, to UK 
customers through its website. 

But as well as being the US’s most 
popular rifle, the Ar15 is also its most 
controversial. it was advertised with  
the slogan ‘consider your man card 
reissued’, via a campaign belittling 
hypothetical males for hypothetical 
crimes against humanity such as – 
gasp! – being a vegetarian. 

this sort of thing is harmless 
enough when it’s being used to shift 
Yorkies or grab-bags of mccoy’s, but 
given that a sense of inadequacy is 
often the trigger for indiscriminate 
violence, equating not having a gun  
to a lack of sexual potency is potentially 

dangerous. Unsurprisingly, the 
campaign was pulled after the Ar15 
was used in spate of shootings, 
including the one in Newtown. 

firearm fetish
Firearms advertising speaks to a 
masculinity in crisis. the tagline for the 
Savage Arms model 10 BA – ‘we call it 
the BA even though it’s the farthest 
thing from “liberal arts” imaginable’ 
– revels in anti-intellectualism while an  
ad for a concealable holster, on the 
other hand, is classic fearmongering.  
it depicts a burglar breaking into a 
darkened house, the makers offering, 
ironically for a product that hides guns, 
‘A little certainty in an uncertain world’. 

this marketing suggests problems 
that the products step in to solve. 
Product design is carefully nuanced  
to appeal to every facet of machismo, 
so it’s no more an accident that a 
particular gun looks sexy than it is if a 
car does. whatever type of impression 
you want to make about your 
masculinity, whether it’s your 

the us senate recently 
refused to reintroduce
a 1994 ban on assault weapons 

full metal jacket’s 
famous ‘this is my rifle, 
this is my gun’ scene

harrogate-based 
Lanner tacticaL 
has started 
seLLing a singLe-
shot ar15 rifLe, 
and accessories 
to UK cUstomers 
throUgh  
its website
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bushmaster firearms’
controversial ad campaign
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“firearms are 
cowardLy. they 
pUt distance 
between yoU  
and yoUr target”

video-game boom of the past  
20 years, violent crime has gone  
down in most western societies. But 
for men who have sustained emotional 
damage through neglect or abuse  
in childhood, guns can become  
a surrogate family, god and penis 
extension rolled into one.

“men who are more 
damaged and more troubled 
are going to use more 

aggressive means to express their 
feelings,” explains Seager “it’s a  
deadly combination.” 

however, this  isn’t always the  
case. Godlington grew up in care and 
experienced violence which had “no 

reason and no structure – it was just 
violence”. he credits the Army with 
enabling him to arrive at his current, 
evolved attitude to guns.

 “Firearms are cowardly,” he notes. 
“they put distance between you 
spatially and your target. if you ask 
somebody to do the same with  
a knife they will be deeply traumatised 
for the rest of their lives.”

Not everyone in the UK shares his 
view. Arm Britain is an organisation 
with 2,500 members who support  
the legalisation of the possession  
of firearms for home protection. it 
would be easy to write them off as 
paranoid wingnuts, especially if 

capacity for brute force or your 
desirability as a provider, there’s  

at least one gun for you.
“A gun is very much like a 

wristwatch for some men,” offers 
hetherington. “it can be like an antique 
piece of furniture, and i suppose it’s 
also an heirloom if you pass it down  
to your children.”

Gun enthusiasts are also happy  
to shell out for accessories that 
enhance the sensation of power  
and trademarked manliness. 

Simply shooting gun-range paper 
to bits isn’t enough for some. there are 
tannerite squibs that can be affixed to 
targets to make them explode, and 
even a risible new ‘Life-size bleeding 
zombie ex-girlfriend target’ (which we 
might cynically suggest may first have 
been devised without the ‘zombie’ bit). 

this fetishisation of firearms 
suggests a less healthy relationship 
with masculinity. And this is where 
guns get really dangerous. while  
it may be in the nature of men’s 
biological reward systems for us  
to like guns, our environment can  
lead us to abuse them. 

No causal link has been established 
between the watching of violent films 
or playing of violent video games and 
actual violence. in fact, during the 

rock river arms ar15 
rifle equipped with 
combat light
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“guns are 
forbiDDen 
fruit”
ben turnbull, the 
artist behind our 
desk-carved gun cover 
and vending-machine 
artwork, explains  
his inspirations  

 how did you get started as  
 an artist?  
i copied all the iron 
maiden covers on to my 
desk at school, so i’ve 
come full circle. it must be 
some psychological thing. 
i’ve worked in workshops 
since i was 15 years old. 
that led to me to working 
on film sets. 

 our cover is based on your  
 piece ‘i don’t like mondays’.  
 how did that come about?  
i was making a plinth 
based on raiders of the 
lost ark. i was looking for 
some wood and someone 
said to me “what about 
these old school desks?”  
i made a beautiful 
crate-like plinth for this 
work, and then left a few 
of the desks around. 

 did you carve it freehand?  
everything is done by 
hand. i had an argument 
with a guy who said it was 
laser-cut. i took offence, 
because the difference is 
incredible. i’m a list man 
and things do not begin 
by drawing, ever. they 
begin with notes. people 
should throw their 
technology away and  
buy a bloody notepad. 

 us gun culture is in  
 the news again.  
 what is your take?  
it’s the forbidden 
fruit – which is 
what draws me 
in. here in the 
uk, you can’t 
actually obtain 
the guns, so i 
have to hunt them out.  
if i were to live in the us  
i would be allowed to buy 
as many as possible, and  
i wouldn’t bother. 

 are you anti-gun?  
i don’t think i can be. i’m 
just commenting on the 
reality of the situation. art 
doesn’t commend it, it 
just holds up a mirror – or 
nowadays a widescreen 
tv – and it is society that 
is violent. it’s not my job 
to say whether it’s right  
or wrong.

 are men inherently violent?  
i’m violent in my head due 
to unfortunate events in 
my life, but i’m fortunate 
enough that i have an 
outlet in my work to get 
rid of it all.

 what is your next project?  
it’s top-secret, but i did 
just buy some eighties 
replica rambo weapons. 
oh yes. they were 
actually banned. the 
tagline in the us was 
‘every child should  
have one’. 

turnbull’s 
‘lesson 3’ carving

turnbull lives 
and works in london

oscar pistorius is currently
awaiting trial for the fatal
shooting of his girlfriend
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35%

82%

42%

15%

you look at its website for 10 
seconds, but the outpourings  

of bullish tabloid support for a clause  
in the crime And courts Bill 2012-13 
enshrining the right to use even 
‘disproportionate’ force against 
domestic burglars suggests they  
could yet strike a nerve. 

So what would happen if, and it’s  
an enormous and oddly shaped ‘if’, its 
petition to have UKiP adopt anti-gun 
control measures as an electoral 
pledge is successful, and that UKiP 
somehow achieves enough power  
to make these statutes a reality?  

Done with guns
well, it’s unlikely the streets would  
be safer. the UK’s gun control model, 
which keeps firearms out of the hands 
of even the majority of the police force, 
is envied internationally. 

while US gun control is a broad 
argument – should Americans  
living in isolated locations populated 
with dangerous animals be denied 
their protection? – the evidence 
suggests that the UK would be  
better off leaving that genie snoozing 
in the bottle. 

the first time i actually fired a gun,  
i thought it was going to be great fun. 
i’d booked time on a range in San 
Francisco, where a friend and i planned 
to spend an afternoon playing with 
iconic film handguns. 

in the cocky fashion of the young 
and blissfully ignorant, we were already 
planning the hilarious photos we were 
going to impress our non-shooting 
acquaintances with, not a single one  
of which were ever taken. 

my very first shot with a .22 made 
me realise – guns are designed to kill 
people. As we worked our way up the 
calibre range, from the Glock 17 to  
the magnum, i thought back to that 
afternoon on the bus, and was 
retroactively terrified. 

i’ve fired several guns since, 
including a 7.62m sniper rifle and an 
m-203 grenade launcher (the weapon 
last seen playing the role of rose 
mcGowan’s left leg in Planet terror) and 
learned to enjoy the sensation, sort of. 
But i sure as hell wouldn’t laugh at 
the wrong end of one again.

kevin godlington is a former soldier  
who now runs large-scale agriculture 
businesses in current and former war 
zones. his tv show operation homefront 
will air on five from 5 june, 8pm
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arm britain has 
2,500 members 
who sUpport the 
LegaLisation of 
the possession 
of firearms  
for home 
protection
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gun sales

“it would be a terrible 
idea to allow men to 
buy handguns in the 
uk – but i would feel 

forced into owning one 
for safety reasons.” 
 Zeph, 28, glasgow 

“owning a firearm 
would become a 

horrifying fashion 
accessory among 

men; a sign of 
‘manliness’.” 

 richard, 29, london 

“we’d quickly fall into a 
vicious circle of people 
buying guns to defend 

themselves against 
crime – triggering 
more gun sales.” 

 andrew, 27, london 

would not buy a gun if they 
were available in the UK. but 9% 
would, mostly “for protection”

should there be a ‘gun aisle’ in your local supermarket?

77%

the shortlist gun survey
wE coNDUctED AN iNDEPENDENt StUDY oF 421 ShortLiSt rEADErS to GEt YoUr 

thoUGhtS oN thE moDErN BritiSh mAN’S rELAtioNShiP to FirEArmS AND vioLENcE 

is violent cinema  
a dangerous accelerant?

“i do enjoy watching violence, be it 
on tv or in a film. scenes of violence 

increase the heart-rate.” 
 tom, 29, manchester 

“i enjoyed kill bill, but not because  
i take pleasure out of seeing people 

cut in two with a samurai sword.” 
 andrew, 27, london 

“the fact that some films are 
labelled as torture porn, for me, 

means the industry has gone too far. 
it desensitises the public.”  

 richard, 29, london 

blooDthirsty 
films

58% 13%
enjoy violent 

films  
very much

don’t enjoy  
them  
at all 

experience

53% have fired  
a gun for sport. 92% 

enjoyed it

41% have fired  
a real gun on  

a firing range and  
91% enjoyed it

own up: are you fascinated  
by deadly force? 

“i love guns. but they  
promote a climate of fear.” 

 martin, 29, london 

“it is a strange feeling to have a gun 
in your hand. but most men would 
have no interest in owning a gun.” 

 tom, 29, manchester 

“i fired guns on a stag-do in 
budapest. i found the experience 

pointless and grotesque.” 
 andrew, 27, london 45% of readers 

have been in  
a physical fight  

as an adult
10% of those 

have instigated  
a fight as an adult
32% believe men 
are more violent 
than in the past

41% believe men 
are equally violent

is it ever acceptable to use 
physical violence? 

“hitting another human being 
outside of a controlled 

environment is ridiculously risky.” 
 richard, 29, london 

“three years ago i punched a guy 
after he was cheeky to me and my 
friends. this is not something i’m 
proud of and i’ve matured since.” 

 Zeph, 28, glasgow 

“i was headbutted in an 
unprovoked attack. i’m hugely 

saddened someone would do this.” 
 chris, 32, birmingham 

fighting  
talk
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the worlD of  
viDeo games

is it acceptable to commit 
gruesome acts in the 

pixelated world? 
“i would gladly beat up a granny in 
a game – but never in real life. it’s 
an internal release that channels 
frustration out of your system.” 

 william, 32, london 

“some games can be a good outlet 
for stress.” 

 joaquim, 33, london 

“men respond to situations with an 
element of the neanderthal. 

games invoke such a response.”  
 morris, 25, london 

prefer video 
games  
that are 
first-person 
shooters

play 
first-
person 
shooters 
“just for 
fun” 

play 
shooters  
in order to 
“test their 
skills”

use games 
to “get 
aggression 
out”




